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ABSTRACT 
Any performance gain in a turbomachinery system re­
quires some advancements in a number of technological areas. 
The components (compressor, combustor, and turbine) , mate­
rials, structural integrity ,  lubrication ,  bearings, sealing, and 
controls all must respond positively to a new and usually more 
demanding environment. 
For more than 35 years a continuing fundamental and 
applied research program has been conducted at the NASA 
(formerly NACA) Lewis Research Center. Although about 10 
years of this research program has been directed at ad­
vancements for aerospace propulsion and power generation 
systems, it provided considerable technology for a wide range 
of turbomachinery . 
Currently a significant portion of this research is con­
ducted in the Science and Technology Directorate at Lewis. 
This paper presents a brief overview of and status report on the 
research being conducted or sponsored by the S&T Director­
ate to further advance the technology for turbomachinery 
systems. 
INTERNAL FLOW ANALYSIS CODES 
Propulsion systems for advanced aircraft require light­
weight, high-performance fans, compressors, cooled turbines, 
and propellers that are efficient over a wide range of operating 
conditions. The introduction into service of advanced tur­
bomachinery components requires expensive accumulation of 
design and confidence-building experience. This experience is 
presently acquired through the costly and time-consuming 
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procedure of experimental verification of empirically based 
incremental improvements in a given component, such as a 
fan, compressor, turbine, or propeller . The complex and inter­
related nature of internal flow phenomena limits the perform­
ance of these propulsion components at many desired opera­
ting conditions. The attempt to understand and circumvent 
such problems through redesign and retesting has led to costly 
research and development cycles of n ew engines. The empiri­
cal step-by-step evalu ation procedures formerly in u se are 
prohibitively expensive both in dollars and time.  
A reliable methodology for app lication of sophisticated 
numerical and analytical computer techniques could result in 
an impressive reduction in the cost and time required to 
perfect advanced turbomachinery components. H owever, 
much work needs to be done to develop practical analyses for 
three-dimensional, viscous, transonic ,  and unsteady flows, to 
verify these analyses, and to develop the methodology to 
interrelate them in a practical design-analysis system . Never­
theless, the payoff should be an impressive reduction in the 
cost and time of component development and a high level of 
confidence in the resultant machinery . These components 
should be incorporated m ore readily and with improved results 
into advanced propulsion systems. 
Turbomachinery Flows 
A wide variety of flow characteristics is represented in the 
various types of turbomachinery . Figure 1 illustrates some of 
the many important flow features that a researcher would 
ideally like to compute. First , large axial, radial, and centrifu­
gal pressure gradients occur within the flow passages because 
of fluid turning within the blade rows. Second, this turning of 
Figure 1 . Turbomachinery blade row flow features. 
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the fluid within the passages redistributes the incoming vortici­
ty field and generates crossflows. At higher velocities s trong 
shocks occur within the blade passages .  These can be complex 
and interacting, and they in turn can gener�te their own 
additional vorticity fields. These shocks, of course, interact 
with the blade suifaces and end-wall boundary' layers ,  often 
causing separation and additional blade loss. · 
A wide variety of viscous flow phenomena occur in the 
blade passages. Boundary layers exist on all blade and end-wall 
surfaces .as well as on the surfaces of midspan dampers that may 
be present in the blade passages: Such boundary layers can 
have laminar, transitional, and turbulent regions . When pres­
sure gradients are strong ,  of course ,  separation can also occur. 
Some separations may experience reattachment. There are also 
wakes downstream of all blade rows. 
In addition to these common features ,  other more com­
plex viscous flows redistribute the internal vorticity in the 
blade passages .  For example, the horseshoe vortex, commonly 
encountered in turbines , is generated at the j unction of the 
blunt leading edge and the end wall. Such vortices curl up, 
flow acros s  the passage, and are shed downstream off the end 
wall or off the surface of the adjacent blade row. Another 
complex flow phenomenon is tip clearance flow, in which a 
vortex is induced by the leakage of fluid across the unshrouded 
tip of a rotating or stationary blade .  In addition ,  the fact that 
half the blade rows operate in a rotating reference frame 
introduces the effects of centrifugal and Coriolis forces on both 
the mean flow and turbulence in these passages .  
The resultant flow picture i s  an extrem ely complex one, 
particularly in the multistage environment of modern tur­
bomachinery. No single analysis can hope to model all of these  
flow phenomena a t  the same time .  In the analyses t o  be  
described, a number of  approaches are used to  divide this 
overall problem into problems of manageable size . First, the 
assumption is usually made to limit these analyses to a s ingle 
blade row, either stationary or rotating .  Next, within a given 
blade row, for a steady-state solution, the assumption is made 
that the flows in all blade passages are identical; thus only a 
single blade passage has to be analyzed . Within a blade passage 
the next decision to be made is whether a two- or three­
dimensional flow solution will be obtained. Obviously in a 
three-dimensional flow solution the entire passage is con­
sidered; however, many time assumptions are made to elimi­
nate flows over the blade tips and/or the consideration of 
dampers that may exist in the blade passage . B eyond the 
decision concerning the dimensionality of the solution, a num­
ber of decisions can be made in the process of modeling the full 
flow equations down to a reasonable subset to be solved in the 
particular analysis being performed. 
Flow Modeling 
The ultimate equations a researcher would like to solve in 
any turbomachinery flow are the Navier-Stokes equations that 
govern general viscous fluid flows . However, solving these 
equations in their full form even on modern-day computers i s  
quite t ime consuming. A great deal of information can be 
gained in most flows through solving a simplified form of the 
Navier-Stokes equations, in which all of the viscous terms have 
been neglected .  These are the governing equations for in viscid 
flows, known as the Euler equations .  Their irrotational limit 
reduces to the well-known potential flow equation . 
A great deal of progress has been made in the last 10 years 
in the developm ent of solutions to the full potential equation 
for internal turbomachinery applications. This equation admits 
the existence of discontinuities  in the flow field. However, 
these  shocks are isentropic and therefore will only have the 
proper Strength and location if the M ach number of the flow 
approaching the shock is les s  than 1 . 3. lllustrative results 
obtained from a potential flow model [1] are shown in Figures 2 
and 3. Figure 2 shows Farrell's computation for a supercritical, 
"shock free,·: compressor stator tip section designed fot NASA 
Lewis by Sanz using a hodograph technique. [2]. The trailing 
edge of this blade ends in a cusp . The inlet Mach number is 
0. 71 and the inlet flow angle is -31.16°. The results show that 
the rapid compression is. captured very accurately by the 
potential method without any overreaction. or steepening to 
form a shock. · 
Figure 3 indicat e s  the importance o f  quasi - three­
dimensional s treamtube effects in the transonic flow regime.  
This figure shows a series of calculations performed on a thick 
compressor stator hub section, developed for NASA Lewis by 
Sanz. Farrell's approach was first  used to calculate strict two­
dimensional flow over the blade .  This agrees  very well with the 
Sanz hodograph solution ,  except at the trailing edge, where in 
Farrell's analysis the idealized blade of infinite length was 
replaced by a blade with constant trailing-edge radius .  The 
remaining two curves on the figure show the effects of radius 
change and streamtube convergence . In the first of these 
curves ,  a s tream tube convergence of approximately 14 percent 
(axial velocity density ratio = 1 . 15) was imposed, with no 
radius change in the s treamsheet .  The streamtube converg­
ence s trongly increase s  the M ach number on the suction 
surface of the blade, so that the presence of a reasonably strong 
shock is evident. In the final curve the opening up of the 
passage caused by a radius  change of 5 percent entirely relieves 
the effect that was evident previously. The increasing radius 
has a strong decelerating effect on the flow since the blade-to­
blade passage now diverges in the downstream direction . The 
differences evident in these three  curves suggest very strongly 
the requirement to consider quasi-three-dimensional effects in 
transonic design situations .  
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Figure 2 .  Supercritical stator comparison .  
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Figure 3. Effect of streamtube thickness and radius change on 
flow about supercritical stator hub section .  
Explicit solutions to the Euler equations have also been 
under development for a number of years , with applications for 
internal flow situations dating back to the 1950's . An explicit 
method is one in which all spatial derivatives are evaluated by 
using known conditions at a previous time step . Furthermore 
information at the new time level depends on information 
obtained from only a small number of points . The resultant 
methods are simple and easy to code .  All such methods ,  
however, are limited by the so-called Courant, Friedrichs ,  and 
Lewy (CFL) s tability limit, which s tates that the domain of 
dependence of the numerical finite difference scheme must 
contain the complete domain of dependence of the original 
hyperbolic differential equations . 
A major milestone in the development of explicit methods 
was the paper by M acCormack [3] . Under contract to 
NASA,Thompkins of M . I . T. has applied the MacCormack 
algorithm to flow through a three-dimensional transonic com­
pressor rotor [ 4] .  This method can be applied to any general 
compressor blade shape ,  including those with part-span 
shrouds .  Thompkins' code has been used [5] to calculate the 
three-dimensional flow field within a transonic axial compres­
sor rotor at design speed and to compare those results to laser 
anemometer measurements at maximum-flow and near-stall 
operating points . Figure 4(a) shows M ach number contours for 
the measured laser anemometer results at a section 15 percent 
from the tip of the blade .  These results can be compared with 
the calculated contours in Figure 4 (b) at the same location . 
These figures indicate a pronounced bow wave and passage 
shock system and show excellent agreement between the 
measured and calculated results . 
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Figure 4 .  Comparison of calculated and measured flows near 
tip of NASA transonic compressor rotor .  
(a) Measured Mach number contours .  
(b) Calculated Mach number contours - Thompkins method. 
A number of new Euler algorithms are under develop­
ment at NASA Lewis . A procedure has been develope d  [6] for 
solving the first-order steady equations by embedding them in 
a system of second-order equations . Also develope d  [7] has 
been a technique for accelerating the convergence of explicit, 
two-step, Lax-Wendroff algorithms  by introducing multiple­
grid procedures .  This work should result in the development of 
more efficient in viscid codes .  Finally, a new class of  algorithm 
has been developed [8] that uses fast ,  direct, Poisson s olvers in 
the solution of three-dimensional, inviscid secondary flows . 
The method is expected to be applicable to the turning pas­
sages of turbomachinery blade rows . 
A number of viscous flow codes for turbomachinery prob­
lems are also under development at NASA Lewis .  The bounda­
ry conditions of the two-dimensional viscous cascade code [9] 
have been modified, and the code is being applied to several 
compressor and turbine cascades .  This code is being extended 
to the quasi-three-dimensional blade-to-blade s tream surface 
of a rotating blade row. Bodonyi, under a grant from NASA 
Lewis to Indiana-Purdue ,  has developed an inverse two­
dimensional boundary layer code that analyzes a transitioning 
laminar separation bubble .  This work awaits the acquisition of 
detailed experimental data for code verification and model 
improvement .  Briley, of Scientific Research Associates ,  Inc . , 
under contract to NASA Lewis ,  has  developed a viscous 
marching code for three-dimensional flows in turning ducts 
[10]. NASA Lewis is currently extendin g  this code to  cascades 
with flat end walls and constant spanwise blade sections .  In 
addition ,  a three-dimensional viscou s  marching code for a 
rotating turbomachinery blade row is being developed .  
Two codes have recently been developed under NASA 
Lewis sponsorship to design cascades  that are shock free in 
supercritical flow.  Sanz [ 1 1] has  extensively modified the com­
plex characteristic procedure of Bauer et  al .  [2] to permit the 
design of cascades with high turning and solidity . Under NASA 
grant, Beauchamp and Seebass incorporated the fictitious-gas 
approach of Sobieczky [ 12] into the potential code of [1]. This 
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method provides a way to modifY the supersonic portion of the 
contour of an existing blade to produce shock-free operation. 
A substantial effort has been devoted to grid generation at 
Lewis. Conformal mapping techniques have been used [ 13] to 
develop body-fitted 0- and C -type grids for turbomachinery 
blades. A different conformal m apping technique [ 13] has been 
used to generate C-type grids for viscous flows through tur­
bomachinery blading .  Both techniques can be used to generate 
three-dimensional grids by s tacking. 
Most turbomachinery codes in use today, both inviscid 
and viscous ,  are based on older long-running algorithms .  Since 
solution of the Euler equations is  now one of the most active 
areas of research in computational fluid mechanics and since a 
number of promising new methods are under development, 
this situation should soon be m uch improved. 
COMPRESSOR RESEARCH 
Compressor research is directed toward (1 )  understanding 
and modeling the very complex internal flows ; and (2) , provid­
ing advanced technology covering the different types of com­
pressors (axial, centrifugal , and multistage), a broad range of 
compressor size (from 2- to 200-lb/sec flow) , and a wide variety 
of fluid flows (e. g . , subsonic, supersonic, unsteady, low Rey­
nolds number, and distorted) . Figure 5 reflects the scope of the 
compressor research activities ,  notes specific thrusts ,  and iden­
tifies needs and opportunities .  
Currently most compressor design and analysis systems 
depend strongly on empirically based inputs (e. g. , estimates of 
loss ,  fluid turning, blade loading parameters , and blade stall 
indicators). Design system improvements are directed toward 
moving from an empirical system to a "first principle" design 
system (i. e . , a more direct inclusion of the flow physics). The 
two approaches to achieving this are to apply analytical codes 
to compute the internal flow through the entire flow passage 
and to develop improved experimental techniques that provide 
visualization and measurements of code verification data ob­
tained in basic flow configurations as well as in the high-speed 
rotating blade passages .  The goal of this effort is a sharp 
improvement in both the accuracy and reliability of the design 
system. This would significantly reduce the time and costs 
required to incorporate new research concepts into production 
engines . 
Advanced concepts deduced from analytical and experi­
mental studies that indicate potential for improved perform­
ance are applied to new single- and multistage designs. Analyt-
-
Figure 5. Fan and compressor research areas . 
ical studies ,  for example , have s uggested controlled-diffusion 
and supercritical, "shock free" ,  blade shapes for improved flow 
over the blade surfaces. Experimental s tudies ,  for example, 
have suggested end bends and casing treatment  configuration 
to improve flow in the end-wall regions .  Novel concepts , which 
are usually high in risk but with high potential gains ,  are also 
studied. Examples of the latter are the supersonic through-flow 
and variable-flow compression concepts. 
A research program to understand the flow and design 
problems in small compressors is being pursued at NASA 
Lewis. These compressors ,  which cover flow sizes about 10  
lb/sec down to 2 lb/sec ,  includ e  those used in engines for 
helicopters ,  small business planes ,  cruise missi les ,  and aux­
iliary power units. This program addresses the size effects for 
both axial and centrifugal compres sors . Of course,  a s trong 
effort will be made to formulate relevant scaling laws . 
An unsteady component to compressor flow is introduced 
by wakes from upstream blade rows ,  wind gusts ,  aircraft 
maneuvers , and inlet flow distortions ,  as well as by time­
unsteady flows . The interaction of  the blades with the unsteady 
flows can lead to some performance degradation ,  noise genera­
tion, stability limitations ,  and severe blade vibrations. In the 
compressor program, these unsteady flows are being studied as 
they influence the specific pheno mena of blade flutter, forced 
vibrations ,  and stage s tall inception and recovery. 
Basic Flow Studies 
A number of basic flow studies are being sponsored by 
NASA Lewis to provide experimental flow data to use in 
verifying new codes. These contractual studies ,  which are in 
progress  but have not as yet published results ,  include s tudies 
of two- and three-dimensional flows through ducts and cas­
cades: 
1. At Nielsen Engineering ,  Inc. , the three-dimensional 
flow through a large-scale, rectangular, curved duct 
with two divergent wal l s  is being studied. Detailed 
flow measurements , particularly those on an entrance 
plane, will provide a consistent set of verification data 
to apply against three-dimensional computed results. 
2. At Penn State Univ�rsity , the two-dimensional bound­
ary layer flow on the s urface of a blade in cascade is 
being investigated. Laser-anemometer measurements 
of the laminar, transition ,  and turbulent portions of the 
boundary layer on a 9-inch-chord blade will be ob­
tained. 
3. At United Technologies Research Center (UTRC) ,  the 
two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer separation 
and reattachment on a long flat-plate s urface are being 
studied by using laser-anemometer measurements. 
4 .  At Purdue University, a 50-inch-diameter, low-speed 
annular cascade i s  now operationa l . The three­
dimensional flow through typical inlet guide vanes and 
stator flow passages will be measured to provide verifi­
cation data sets to apply against a variety of analytical 
codes. 
Axial Compressors 
At NASA Lewis advanced axial designs have been s trongly 
influenced by three developments: 
1 .  Polynomial blade shape formulation by Mr. James  E. 
Crouse of Lewis. This analytically defined shape i s  
composed of two segments ;  the mean-camber-line an­
gle and the thickness  distributions of each segment  
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specified by a fourth-order polynomial expression. The 
formulation provides increased control of the chord­
wise turning and area distribution. The shape is de­
scribed in [14] .  
2 .  Controlled diffusion concept - In this concept an 
opt imized  blade s urface  v elocity dis tribution i s  
specified and a blade shape designed to  provide it . 
Basically the velocity distribution is a relaxing one that 
maintains the turbulent boundary layer close  to a 
separation state . If a supersonic pocket occurs ,  the 
method of Sobieczky [ 15]  is used to modify the shape 
for shock-free flow. 
3. Low-aspect-ratio blading - Experimental results have 
consistently shown that, at high blade loading levels, 
stall margin and efficiency were improved with low­
aspect-ratio blade rows . Figure 6 demonstrates the 
effects of aspect ratio on the performance of a high­
Mach-number stage . 
Concepts to improve the efficiency of the end-wall flows 
were studied experimentally under contract by General Elec­
tric (GE) and Pratt & Whitney. These studies [16 ,  1 7] were 
conducted in multistage configurations at subsonic speeds. 
Pratt & Whitney demonstrated that low-aspect-ratio blading 
had a larger s tall margin but a s lightly lower efficiency than the 
higher aspect-ratio blading .  The General Electric studies dem­
onstrated a small efficiency increase and a significant stall 
margin increase when the blade sections in the end-wall 
regions were twisted closed (end bends) to match the inlet 
blade angles with the airflow angles .  
Additional contractual experimental studies of end-wall 
flows are being conducted at Penn State University by Profes­
sor Lakshminarayana and his coworkers; and studies of second­
ary flows at UTRC by Dr. R .  Dring. 
Efforts to improve measurement techniques are focused 
primarily on development and use of the laser-anemometer 
system [ 18] . This technique can be used to map the velocity 
field within rotating or stationary blade passages ,  including 
some velocities within the boundary layer. Figure 4 compares 
the measured and calculated Mach number contours within a 
transonic rotor passage . These preliminary results [19] are very 
encouraging. 
At present a more complete mapping of the flow field 
through the rotor and stator of a transonic stage, designated 
stage 67, is in progress .  This low-aspect-ratio transonic stage 
has been selected to provide "benchmark-like" comparisons of 
measured and calculated flows in a NASA, university, and 
industry cooperative effort. 
Figure 6. Effect of aspect ratio on performance of high-tip­
speed core inlet stage . 
Multistage core compressors are being studied in three­
stage configurations ,  20 inches in diameter with blade tip 
speeds from 1400 to 1500 ftlsec, and a pressure ratio of 
approximately 4. 5 .  All stationary vane rows can b e  reset re­
motely. 
The overall performance of the three-stage compressor,  
designated 74A-2,  is shown in Figure 7 .  Design values for 
pressure ratio and weight flow were 4 . 45 and 65 . 5  lb/sec, 
respectively. The performance data show the overflowing and 
relatively poor efficiency at design speed but reasonably good 
performance at the lower off-design speeds . The design param­
eters responsible for the operation were identified and an 
optimization test procedure was followed to determine a vane 
schedule that would maximize performance . Figure 8 shows 
the performance with a vane schedule that maximized per­
formance at design speed (increased efficiency about 8 points) 
but resulted in a sharp decrease in lower speed off-design 
performance. Figure 9 shows the performance with vane 
schedules that optimized performance at each blade speed .  
This optimization procedure i s  reported by P&WA [20]. 
Centrifugal Compressors 
The decision to devote more research effort to the compo­
nents of relatively small gas turbine engines generated a need 
for more knowledge and understanding of the des ign and 
performance of the centrifugal compressor. The Cent rifugal 
Compressor Section was formed to meet that need . To assure 
relevant research, study contracts were let with G E ,  D etroit 
Diesel Allison (DDA) , and AiResearch to project technology 
improvements that could be achieved by the 1990's and to 
define the optimum compressor s taging arrangement (centrifu­
gal, axial , or axial centrifugal) for each of three flow sizes (2, 5 ,  
and 10 lb/sec) . From these studies ,  the  axial-centrifugal com­
pressor configuration emerged as the s trongest contender for 
use in efficient and cost-effective future engines in the 10-
lb/sec size . The axial-centrifugal and two-stage centrifugal con­
figurations were judged to be optimum for 5-lb/sec engines .  
The centrifugal compressor was the popular selection for the 
smallest engine size (2 lb/sec) evaluated .  
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The current system for de signing and analyzing centrifu­
gal compressors uses several two-dimensional inviscid flow 
analysis codes and two-dimensional boundary layer flow codes 
to critique new design configurations .  One recent improve­
ment to the design-analysis system is the availability of a three­
dimensional inviscid flow cod e .  This code was developed by 
Professor John Denton of Cambridge University [21]. ·Dr. 
Denton is currently modifying the code to .accommodate split­
ter blades within the flow passage and to make the in viscid flow 
calctJlations interactive with a two-dimensional integral bound­
ary layer code . 
Under contract with NASA, the Naval Postgraduate 
School (NPGS) at Monterey, California, i s  building a radial 
diffuser cascade .  It will be used to experimentally study vari­
ous flow concepts and to provide data to verify analytical code 
output. In particular, verification data will be needed to com­
pare with a new three-dimensional viscous flow code to calcu­
late flows in radial diffusers being developed by Mr. Harry 
McDonald of Scientific Research Associates ,  Inc . , for NASA. 
Unsteady Flows 
In 1975, a symposium on unsteady flows [22] held at the 
University of Arizona clearly indicated that unsteady flow 
effects would soon be a major area of interes t .  Initial unsteady 
flow studies at Lewis have been directed toward support of 
blade-flutter, forced-vibration ,  and stall-recovery research, as 
shown in Figure 10. Obviously ,  the unsteady aerodynamic 
codes must be coupled with structural dynamic codes to form a 
reliable aeroelastic prediction system. The s tudies are all di­
rected toward providing a more fundamental u nderstanding of 
the physical phenomena involved,  developing reliable analyt­
ical codes to predict the unsteady flows and aerodynamic forces 
under various operating conditions ,  and verifying the analytical 
codes .  
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Some very significant advances toward understanding and 
predicting flutter have been m ad e .  The supersonic and subson­
ic flow types of flutter and the compressor operating conditions 
at which they occur are noted in F igure 10. Analytical codes to 
predict the onset of flutter with supersonic flow have been 
developed [23, 24] and have been reasonably successful. How­
ever, a flow model to reliably predict the onset of the subsonic-
transonic stall flutter regions is  not yet available .  · 
Experimental data in and near flutter have been obtained 
from cascades and from high-speed, single-stage tests . At 
UTRC, Dr. Frank Carta is inves tigating the periodicity of an 
oscillating cascade of blades .  At NASA Lewis an oscillating 
linear cascade was built and is now operational . Both flow 
visualization and dynamic flow measurements are provided.  
Under contract with GE and P &W A,  high-speed, single­
stage tests provided experimental data during operation in and 
close to supersonic and subsonic flutter conditions .  These data 
[25, 26] included both steady-state and dynamic flow measure­
ments as well as dynamic measurements of blade movement. 
One interesting concept that came from these studies was that 
the flutter boundaries could be moved by rearranging the 
blades around the rotor - called mistuning. It was deduced 
that the natural frequency of the individual blades will vary and 
that, by judiciously arranging the blades about the periphery of 
the rotor, the flutter boundary could be controlled to some 
extent. Additional tests are needed to explore the generality of 
this concept. 
Both the forced-vibrations program and the stall-recovery 
program are in formative s tage s .  The goal of each program is to 
develop the analysis methods for predicting both the unsteady 
air loads due to nonaxisymmetric flows and the stalling per­
formance characteristics of the compression system .  Experi­
mental data from single- and m ultistage compressors will be 
used to validate the analytical m odels . 
TURBINE RESEARCH 
Current aerodynamic design technology consists largely of 
two-dimensional flow field computer codes  with empirically 
determined loss correlations for various blade-shape,  stage­
loading, and end-wall effects . Heat transfer calculations 
include two-dimensional boundary layer codes based on 
flatplate data and modified by geometry and heat transfer 
empirical correlations .  This technology provides  highly effi­
cient aerodynamic blade shapes for large turbines that perform 
as predicted .  The heat transfer techniques ,  however, result in 
uncertainties as high as 35 and 25 percent in gas-side and 
coolant-side heat transfer coefficients, with consequent uncer­
tainties up to 100 K ( 180° R) in local metal temperatures. This, 
in turn, results in life prediction uncertainty factors greater 
than 10. In small axial turbines ,  efficiencies range from 2 to 10 
percentage points lower than those of large turbines with 
comparable loading because of s ize-related penalties in such 
areas as inlet boundary layer thickness ,  surface roughness, and 
low aspect ratio . Small radial turbines perform with high­
design-point aerodynamic efficiency but require excessive 
coolant flows and have less than satisfactory part-power per­
formance.  
The improvements in turbine design technology will come 
largely from a thorough understanding of boundary layer be­
havior in turbine passages and the concomitant ability to 
predict this behavior. Critical elements in the development of 
rigorous computer codes for hot-gas flow field prediction in­
clude precise ,  noninterfering instrumentation ,  thorough ex­
periments for accurate modeling, and experiments in near­
engine environments to validate the computer codes .  Figure 
11 shows schematically the current technology, expected tech­
nology 10 years from now, and the general efforts required to 
get there . 
For this presentation the NASA Lewis turbine r esearch 
program is divided into three areas : fundamental s ,  axial tur­
bines ,  and radial turbines . 
Fundamental Fluid Mechanics and Heat Transfer 
The objective of work in fundamental fluid mechanics and 
heat transfer is to increase knowledge and understanding of 
basic flow and heat transfer mechanisms so that more accurate 
models of boundary layer behavior can be developed. Heavy 
emphasis is placed on boundary layer transition as it i s  influ­
enced by turbulence, surface curvature,  and unsteadiness  in 
the flow. Also, separated regions ,  secondary flows, and effects 
of rotation are being studied. Coolant flows inside the blades ,  
where maximum heat transfer is  desired ,  are being s tudied for 
effects of trip strips ,  pin fins ,  m ultipass channels ,  and rotation . 
Figure 12 shows the result of an experiment m ade to 
refine the prediction capability for heat transfer on internal pin 
fins [27] . Note that the measured heat transfer on the  pin 
surfaces is only about half of the reference value from the 
literature that had been used in pin fin design . One current 
Lewis grant is a study of end-wall flows with two c ylinders 
simulating vane leading edge s .  A technique for visualizing end­
wall flow with ink dots was devised by Professor L .  S .  Langston 
of the University of Connecticut [28] . The technique has  been 
used to look at end-wall and blade-surface flows i n  a two­
dimensional cascade of vanes .  Figure 13 shows the flow pat­
terns as visualized from the ink dots . N ote that the entire inlet 
boundary layer rolls up into the horseshoe vortex struct u re and 
exits the vane passage in the suction-surface end-wall corner 
flow. 
Axial-Flow Turbines 
Detailed flow and heat transfer measurements are being 
made in cascades and rotating blade rows to develop viscous 
flow analysis and performance prediction techniques  for im­
proved aerodynamics , cooling,  and variable geometry .  The 
environmental factors that influence coolant-side and hot-gas­
side heat transfer are being studied to improve the accuracy of 
metal temperature prediction and to advance cooled turbine 
technology for future engines . Current specific programs are 
s tudying the effects of combustor exit flow profiles on turbine 
aerodynamics and heat transfer,  the effects of interspool duct 
losses on turbine performance [29], definition of the real 
Figure 11 . Turbine research overview. 
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Figure 12 . Short-pin-j!n heat tmns{er. 
Figure 13 . Technique for using ink dots to visuali;:;e end-wall 
flow . 
engine turbine environment, the effects of size and the losses 
associated with variable geometry. Figure 14 shows the effect 
of interspool duct boundary layers on the performance of a 
small turbine .  The separated boundary layer resulted in a 
turbine efficiency loss of 7 percent from the efficiency mea­
sured with the unseparated flow pictured for the accelerating 
duct. One more configuration with very thin inlet boundary 
layers will be studied to further define the performance penal­
ty assoeiated with turbine inlet boundary layer thiekness . 
Flow field mapping with noninterfering techniques is very 
important and very difficult . A technique was reeently de­
veloped at NASA Lewis to measure the radial component of 
velocity in a turbine vane cascade .  This very small eomponent 
Figure 14 . Improvement in small ax ial  turbine peiformance . 
is measured with a line-of�sight laser system that employs a 
Doppler-shifted signal to separate the velocity s ignal from the 
haekground noise [30] . 
Radial-Flow Turbines 
NASA Lewis programs in  radial-inflow turbines are 
related to applications  in high-performance engine s  for 
helicopters and inexpensive engines for automobile s .  Both 
applications require very high inlet temperatures and good 
part-power performance .  M uch of the effort therefore involves 
cooling, ceramic part s ,  and variable geome try . High-work 
s tages arc employed.  There is a companion effort in the 
modeling of inlet seroll flow. 
Fig{u·e 15 shows a section through a variable-geometry 
engine designed to provide a 2: l power outpu t  range with no 
change in the engine cycle and a corresponding 2: 1 range in 
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Figure 1 5 .  Army-NASA radial-inflow turbine technology pro­
gram. 
engine flow [31]. There are variable compressor inlet guide 
vanes ,  variable diffusers , and variable turbine s tators . This 
engine employs translating end walls in the compressor diffus­
ers and the radial turbine stator .  NASA Lewis currently sup­
ports contract experiments to determine performance and 
detailed loss characteristics for this radial turbine .  
Another contract effort i s  developing a new approach in 
fabricating radial turbine rotors with very complex internal 
cooling passages [32]. The rotor is cast with the blade split. 
Iron in se rts  having holes  and s lots  filled  with a high­
temperature material are then hot-isostatic-press  bonded in 
the blades .  The iron inserts are subsequently leached out 
leaving internal passages with reversing flow, pin fins, and trip 
strips that allow minimum-loss ejection of the coolant largely 
from the trailing edge . 
MATERIALS RESEARCH 
The historical growth in the performance of aircraft gas 
turbine engines has been largely controlled by advances in the 
closely related areas of materials development and materials 
processing (Figure 16). 
High-performance alloys , ceramics, polymers,  and com­
posites have become available for use in components and have 
allowed increases in engine operating temperatures ,  lightened 
engine weight, and extended engine life .  To manufacture these 
complex components , new materials processing procedures 
have been developed, for example, 
1 .  Directional solidification of superalloys , leading to 
oriented and s ingle-crystal airfoils with high axial 
strength and increased thermal fatigue resistance [33] 
' 
Figure 1 6 .  Keys to gas turbine technology growth . 
2. Sintering and reaction bonding of ceramics , leading to 
high density and improved reproductibility of airfoil 
parts 
3. Powder metallurgical techniques plus hot i so s tatic 
proces sing, allowing alloy compositions that were al­
most impossible to cast to be fabricated to near net 
shape [34] 
4. Polymerization of monomeric reactants, raising organic 
composite densities and lowering costs 
The quantitative growth in performance allowed by use of 
these materials is reflected in the increases in material s urface 
temperature that have been achieved over the last 30 years 
(Figure 17). Extending beyond conventionally cast and direc­
tional airfoils ,  near-term future growth will depend on oxide­
dispersion-strengthened superalloys [35]. In the long term, 
fiber-reinforced superalloys and ceramics [36, 37] c urrently 
offer the best potential for improving materials .  In all cases 
where components are air cooled, the use of insulating thermal 
barrier coatings [38] offers a way to further extend operating 
temperatures or to extend lives at current temperature s .  
Metallic Materials 
Currently, superalloys are the mainstay materials for com­
ponents in the hot section of a gas turbine engine .  These 
nickel- and cobalt-base alloys contain many additional ele­
ments for strengthening and environmental resistance . 
At least four strategic elements are critical to advanced 
engine manufacture - cobalt ,  chromium , tantal u m ,  and 
niobium . From 90 to 100 percent of these elements are import­
ed. Some of the sources of these  m etals are politically u n s table. 
Thus the metals are subject to cost fluctuations and s upply 
instabilities .  NASA Lewis is managing a research effort aimed 
at eventually minimizing U . S .  dependence on such uns table 
sources .  The effort is called CO SAM (Conservation of S trategic 
Aerospace M aterials)  [39]. 
Various organizations are pursuing scrap reclamation, im­
proved mineral detection, etc. H owever, NASA Lewis i s  aim­
ing at minimizing the use of s trategic materials by m e ans of 
basic research to develop the needed understanding for ele­
ment substitution , by dissimilar-m etal joining of materials to 
use alloys high in critical elements only where nece s sary, and 
by identification of possible alternatives (i . e . , high- strength 
iron-base alloys and intermetallics) . 
Another way to conserve the use  of s trategic e lements is 
by advanced processing. One new processing technique that 
offers many opportunities in this regard is a rapid solidification 
rate process called melt spinning (Figure 18). With cooling 
rates greater than 1 million degrees per second, this process is 
capable of producing materials of new compositions  and mi­
crostructures that were not achievable by former mean s .  Thus 
new opportunities will open for reductions in critical e lements 
as well as for further improvement in engine alloys, etc .  
Beyond conventional and directional metallic al loys we 
can add very high-strength and high-melting-point fibers to a 
metal matrix to achieve another 1 00° to 300° F use advantage . 
These materials are called fiber-reinforced superalloys (FRS) 
(Figure 19). Current efforts on FRS are focused on developing 
the necessary fabrication and consolidation processes as well as 
on optimizing fiber-matrix strengths and compatibility .  Early 
results indicate current potential for simple and/or uncooled 
airfoils [ 40]. The fu ture goal of s uch research is to make turbine 
blades of FRS . 
Non metallic Materials 
Understanding the mechanical and physical behavior of 
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Figure 1 7. Temperature capabilities of turbine blade materials . 
� "CERAMICS 
Figure .18. Melt spinning process. 
each constituent is essential to the identification of potentially 
useful composite materials .  Studies of the tensile fracture of 
ceramic fibers have been conducted s ince this property con­
trols such composite mechanical properties  as ultimate tertsile 
strength, fracture toughness, and impact res i s tance .  The 
understanding gained through studies of tho s e  deformation 
and fracture mechanism s  that limit the tensile strength of 
commercially available boron fibers has led to the development 
of improved and cost-effective processing treatments . For 
example, the application of an e tching and h igh-temperature 
oxidation treatment has substantially increased the average 
strength of boron fibers . A second highly desirable feature of 
this treatment is the production of a narrower range of fiber 
strengths [41 ] .  These improve d  fiber characteristics should 
result in boron-aluminum and boron-epoxy c omposite mate­
rials with strength and toughne s s  values at least  twice those of 
current production composites .  
The limited thermal s tability of epoxy resins restricts the 
application of fiber-reinforced epoxies to temperatures not 
exceeding 350° F .  The intractable nature of high-temperature­
resistant polymers has made it impossible to  fabricate high· 
quality, defect-free structural components . Investigators at 
NASA Lewis have developed a novel class of polyimides known 
as polymerization-of-monomer-reactant (PMR) polyimides [42, 
43] .  Fiber-reinforced PMR polyimides have superior process­
ing characteristics and exhibit e xcellent retention of m echani-
. cal properties during continuous use up to 600° F [44] . Now 
commercially available, these composites are being used to 
fabricate a variety of components .  For example ,  a T300 
graphite fiber and PMR-15 composite has been used in the 
construction of the outer duct for GE' s F -404 engine used on 
the Navy's F-18 fighter, (Figure 20) . The composite duct is 
scheduled for production in 1985. 
Figure 19. Tungsten fiber - superalloy composite blade. 
NASA Lewis conducted the first systematic evaluation of a 
large number of candidate ceramic materials in a closely con­
trolled and realistic simulation of a gas turbine environment. In 
this evaluation the outstanding potential of s ilicon carbide and 
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Figure 20. T300 graphite fiber- PMR-15 outer duct installed 
in F 1 04 engine . (Composite duct  located directly above car­
riage.) 
silicon nitride was identified. Research efforts have led to 
sinterable siliCon nitride with improved high-temperature sta­
bility and to such advanced processing techniques as hot 
isostatic pressing and high-pressure nitrogen sintering. 
The Lewis hot isostatic press  (HIP) facility shown in 
Figure 21 is an advanced processing tool, one of a few in the 
country, capable of 3990° F and 20 000-psi conditions in a 6-
inch-diameter by 6-inch-long hot zone .  Research studies are 
under way to evaluate the effects of the HIP processing 
technique on the microstructure and material properties of 
structural ceramics [ 45]. 
Coatings and Life Prediction 
Application of coating materials over a structural alloy is 
one way of providing environmental resistance to high­
temperature turbine components .  Coatings research has been 
performed on both metallic and thermal barrier coatings 
(TBC). Metallic coatings physically separate the s tructural alloy 
from the environment with an alloy layer capable of forming a 
protective oxide scale. Studies conducted at NASA Lewis have 
shown that metallic overlap coatings deposited by cladding, 
physical vapor deposition, or plasma spraying have composi­
tional flexibility and improved protective capabilities [ 46 -48]. 
Thermal barrier coatings are expected to significantly improve 
the durability and performance of turbine components [ 49] . 
NASA Lewis researchers have investigated the use of duplex 
TBC [50], where the inner layer is a metallic bond coating [51] 
and the outer layer is a compositionally optimized ceramic 
[52] . The advantage of using partially stabilized zirconia for the 
ceramic layer has been demonstrated. Most investigators con­
sidered a fully stabilized zirconia with greater than 12 weight 
percent yttria to be most desirable. However, Lewis composi­
tional studies have shown that the optimum concentration of 
yttria is at a partially stabilized level of 6 weight percent 
(Figure 22) . 
Research into the processes of oxidation and hot corrosion 
is the cornerstone of life prediction and surface protection 
efforts . Protection at high temperatures depends on the forma­
tion of a dense, adherent, and slowly growing oxide scale .  The 
growth of protective aluminum oxide scales has been followed 
by unique transmission electron microscopy techniques. The 
results verifY a scale growth model and suggest that grain s ize 
Figure 21 . Hot isostatic press facility. 
Figure 22 . Effect of coating composition on coating life . 
might offer a means to control oxidation rates [53] . Additional 
studies have led to the development of an oxidation life predic­
tion model [54, 55] and the identification of the effectiveness of 
silicon [56] and zirconium [57] in improving oxide scale adher­
ence. Hot-corrosion research has led to improved fundamental 
understanding of such areas as flame chemistry, deposition rate 
theory, oxide scale fluxing, and chemical mechanism s  of corro­
sion [58 -60] . Current work is directed  toward developm ent of a 
unified life prediction m ethod for the environm ental attack of 
hot-section turbine components. 
Nondestructive evaluation via ultrasonics is being used at 
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NASA Lewis to m easure m aterial properties such as fracture 
toughness ,  yield s trength, and ultimate tensile strength for 
metals ;  density for ceramics ; and fatigue strength for compos­
ites. The application of u ltrasonics to the measurement of 
fracture toughness for m etals is illustrated in Figure 23 . A 
calibration curve constructed by using an ultrasonic, compu­
ter-automatic technique developed at NASA Lewis alloys frac­
ture toughness and related properties  to be determined with­
out massive specimens ,  complicated procedure, and the high 
costs inherent in destructive mechanical tests [61-64] . 
STRUCTURES AND MECHANICAL 
TECHNOLOGIES RESEARCH 
NASA Lewis conducts and directs research on structures 
and mechanical components as they apply to problems as­
sociated with propulsion systems .  Included is fundamental 
research and exploratory developments in strength of materials 
(fracture mechanics ,  m echanical and thermal fatigue ,  and 
creep) , in structural and structural dynamic analyses, and in 
bearing, seal, lubrication, gearing, shafting, transmission, 
rotor dynamics and friction s tudies .  
NASA's Turbine Engine Hot Section Technology (HOST) 
project began in January 1981 (Figure 24) . The overall objec­
tive of HOST is to improve the accuracy of the analysis 
methods that are used to design the hot-section combustor and 
turbine components .  A more accurately designed component 
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Figure 23 . Measuring fracture toughness with ultrasonics . 
will achieve greater durability ( i . e. , longer life )  and therefore 
incur lower maintenance costs .  
Structures 
Structural concepts research has led to the development  
CORRELATION Of ULTRASONIC AND fRACTURE 
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Figure 24 . Turbine engine hot-section technology . 
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of a number of promising advanced structural design concepts 
for commercial as well as military aircraft turbine engine 
applications . These design concepts include (l) composite 
material containment for fan blades (Figure 25) (about 120-lb 
weight reduction per large engine) ;  (2) fiber composite material 
Em exit guide vanes (Figure 36) (up to 20-percent weight 
savings ) ;  (:3) low-cost composite fi·am c  (Figure 35) (about :30-
percent weight savings ) ;  and (4) superhybrid composite fan 
blades (Figure 26) ( up to 30 percent weight savings ) .  The 
details of the development of these design concepts were 
presented at technical society meetings (ASME,  AIAA, ASTM, 
SAM PE , and S PI) and are published in the proceedings and 
technical journals of these societies .  
Composite Inaterial containment is one of the most suc­
cessfiJl of these research efforts .  The hn blade containment 
p rogran1 res ulted il·om the need to provide a lightweight 
structure to protect the passenger cabin, wing, other engines ,  
and engine components from the dkcts of a fan blade hilure . 
Current practice is to use a heavy armored steel ring structure 
to contain hilcd blades and blade fragments within the engine 
envelope . Because the all-metallic contaiiJmf'nt ring structures 
do not fully contain fi.tiled blades and blade fragments ,  s ignifi­
cant darnagc usually occurs to adjacent blades and other engine 
components downstream . 
Figu.m 2.5 . Adtvmced structural design concepts - composite 
containnumt system and low-cost composite ji·mne . 
Figu.re 26 . Adcanced structural design concepts - composite 
rotating and static components . 
-
The composite containment concept uses a combination of 
Kevlar cloth (bullet-proof vest  material) and thin m etallic 
sheets and honeycomb to construct a lightweight structure that 
will fullv contain failed blades and blade fragments . The con­
cept w,{, s uccessfully demonstrated by the �ompletc contain­
ment and nesting of a fan blade released fi-om a rotating T-3'! 
Em disk. Benefits of the concept include a \Veight saving of 
approximately 120 pounds for a large engine ,  as well  as the 
minimization of secondary engine damage h·om the effects of a 
failed hlade . 
Recent research in advanced structural analysis (F igures 
27 and 28) has contributed to the development of several 
unique general- and special-purpose computer programs f(Jr 
engine strnctnres subject to extreme loads, high temperatures ,  
and dynamic interaction of  complex components . The s e  ad­
vanced anal)'SCS are ( l )  interactive finite element analysis for 
hearing-shaft interaction [65]; (2) coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian 
finite dement illlpact analysis [66] : (.3) self�adaptive s olution 
strategies t\n· nonlinear problems [G7] ;  (4 )  special finite e l ement 
analysis  for crnbeclckd disconlirmitics  [68] ; (.'5) functional 
theory for nonlinear constitutive relationships [G9] ; (6.l dynamic 
stress intens i ty l�tctor for layered structures [70]; and (7) singu­
larity composite mechanics .  A pioneering analysis of v ibration 
and aeroclastic n'SJXmsc of bladed disks with nonidentical 
blades (mistuning) has shown that the potential exists to  design 
shroudlcss hms that aHlid flutter. As another example,  to 
model the entire engine with interactions between rotors and 
c:1sc including rubs,  the cont]mter program TETHA was de-
COMPOS ITE FAN BLADES 
· COMPOSITE fAN GUIDE 
· LOW-COST COMPOS ITE F 
Figure 27 .  Structural  mechanics . 
Figure 28. S tructura l  dynamics . 
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veloped under contract [71 ] .  The development details of these 
advanced analyses and theories have been presented at profes­
sional society conferences and published in proceedings and 
technical journals .  
Fatigue and Fracture Mechanics 
The major maintenance and durability problems encoun­
tered in gas turbine engines  arc associated with hot-section 
components , and the hot-section components account f(Jr a 
large percentage of the initial engine cost. The ability to 
meaningfully predict the lives of combustor and turbine parts 
s ubjected to high temperatures ,  large thermal-mechanical load 
cycles with resulting creep-fatigue damage interaction, and 
environmental attack becomes very i mportant .  The path one 
follows,  including theoretical damage considerations ,  sys­
tematic collation of experimental results , and detailed anal­
yses, constitutes a life prediction methodology . 
The state of the art in the development of life prediction 
Incthodologics is summarized as J(Jllows . Uniaxial crecp-btigue 
experirnents provide the flrst-·ordcr information on material 
cyclic stress-strain response and cyclic lift� nuder s imple , well­
documented and controlled conditions .  Damage accumulation 
mechanisms ,  induding initiation and early propagation of mi­
crocracks , are iclentitled from microstructural analys i s .  H.csnlts 
from the uniaxial ex peri men ts and m icrostructural analyses arc 
incorporated into a life prediction methodology. \Vith the help 
of suplti s ticated finite element thermal and stress analyses, the 
life prediction methodology is applied to rig experiments that 
sinmlate high-krnperaturc-btigue conditions under which tur­
bomachinerv cmn ponen ls operate . The confidence gained 
fi·mn rig verifleation permits the 11ext step to he taken,  that i s ,  
application to tidl -scalc engine components and ultimate usc as 
a design tool . 
Son1c of the lile predictiou methodologies developed at 
NASA Lewis are being employed in the aircraft gas turbine 
industry. S train range partitioning [721 is used by some manu­
htctnrcrs in the design of combustor liners and turbine vanes ,  
and the iVlanson-Coffin Hule [7:3] is widely applied to many 
compouents and conditions . M ore sophisticated lik prediction 
methodologies [7 4-76] are currently under development at 
NASA Lewis and will address  complex loading systems ,  aniso­
tropic materials , and darnage mechanisms not  incorporated in 
present life prediction m ethodologies .  
Tribology 
All moving mechanical components require lubrication to 
prevent mechanical fi.rilure and to reduce hietion and wear. In 
advanced machine elements , both liquid and solid lubricants 
arc used [77] . Liquids are still the ·most widely used lubricants ,  
but thev have definite limitations that restrict their use with 
respect 'to environment and temperature range [78] . In hostile 
environments s uch as the vacuum of  space and strongly oxida­
tive, reducing,  and generally corrosive environm ents , solid 
lubricants are prd{�rrcd.  
When using liquids as lubricants ,  two of the properties of 
greatest concern arc the oxidation and thermal degradation 
properties  of the fluid [79] . Oxidation s tability is important 
because most machinery operates in an air environment.  Ther­
mal stability is important because  of the ever-increasing opera­
ting temperatures being experienced by such mechanical com­
ponents a s  bearings and gears . Figure 29 indicates the oxida­
tive degradation behavior of an oil at 353° C determined by 
using gel permeation chromatography for the detection of the 
breakdown products . Both higher and lower molecular weight 
fragments that were not present in the unused oils are found in 
Figure 29 . A nalysis of new and used oil by  gel permeation 
chromatography, illustrating formation i!f lub ricant break­
down products . 
the fluids .  These products can combine the lower molecular 
weight fragments with each other and with higher molecular 
weight fl·agmcnts as well as the higher molecular weight 
fragments with like molecular weights to f(mn s ludge in the oil. 
This sludge then can clog lines  of practieal luhrication systems ,  
settle out ,  and trap wear debris  that may he abrasive to 
mechanical elements [RO] . Hesearch is in progress to under­
stand the degradation process  and the role played by m etals in 
catalyzing oxidative degradation. Some new types of fluids arc 
also being examined. 
Solid lubricauts  have application [81-8:3] in those environ­
ments where liquid  lu.bricant s  cannot he used.  One such 
environment is air at a temperatu.w beyond the oxidative and 
thermal degradation limits of  all fluids [79] . For example,  
beyond 30(f C most fluids are not useful [84] .  Figure 30 
indicates tlre temperature rang e  over whieh solid lnbricants are 
heing examined. The fig me als o  indicates sonw of the materials 
that arc being investigatetl fin usc at the various  temperatures 
[8.'5-87] . At the very high temperatures ,  lubrication is accom­
plished with ceramics s uch as .calcinrn Huoride and glas s .  Even 
at temperatures where liquids do not degrade ,  there arc many 
solids such as graphite and molybdenum disnlflde that provide 
outstanding lubricating characteristics with friction properties 
less than those of marry oils [88] . 
Bearin.gs, Gem·ing, and Tranwnissions 
NASA Lewis began basic research into the m echanism of 
bearing failures about three decades ago. This research [89-
93] , which is continuing today, has resulted in m arked im­
provements in bearing life and reliability as well  as significant 
extensions of bearing speeds and temperatures (Figure 3 1 ) .  
NASA's contributions have included (l )  the  developm ent of 
rolling-element bearing materials with greatly improved resis­
tance to pitting fatigue (e . g . , VIM-VAR AISI  M -.'50) , which has 
increased service lives fi-om the :300 hours of l 95(Ys engines to 
30, 000 hours in present-day commercial j e t  engines ;  (2) the 
development of honing as a substitute for grinding and polish­
ing, which has resulted in bette r  surface finishes and enhanced 
lubrication at temperatures up to 600° F ;  and (3) the demon­
stration that greatly improved bearing lives can be achieved by 
ensuring that the rolling elements  are slightly harder than the 
raceways [91 ,  92] . These research developments at NASA 
Lewis have been incorporated into the production specifica­
t ions for rolling-clement bearings by all m ajor jet  engine 
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Figure 30 . S olid lubricants research . 
Figure 31 . State-of-the-art rolling-element bearing history . 
manufacturers . At present, bearing research is being extended 
to overcome the problems associated with operating bearings 
at extremely high DN values approaching 3 million . 
It has long been a requirement to provide technology to 
obtain long-life , efficient, low-cost ,  lightweight, compact, and 
quiet mechanical power transmissions for commercial and 
military helicopters as well as turboprop aircraft. Strength 
design criteria are needed for internal gears to improve the 
strength-to-weight ratio and to increase reliability . Research is 
being conducted on gear geometry, materials , and lubrication 
[94, 95] . Spiral-bevel gear geometry, when better defined, will 
enable the designer to assure improved contact fatigue life, 
reduced noise ,  and reduced dynamic loading. Gear noise 
modeling will identify the noise source and enable better 
designs of the gear tooth profiles .  Improved lubricants and 
lubrication modes will improve efficiency and life [96] . Life 
and reliability models for spiral-bevel gears will provide design 
criteria for longer gear life .  Planetary gear life modeling will 
provide criteria for increased life of internal-external and heli­
cal gears in a planetary application .  
NASA transmission research i s  directed toward improving 
both specific mechanical components and the technology for 
combining these into advanced transmission systems .  Lewis 
has two unique helicopter transmission test s tands in addition 
to bearing and gearing test rigs . The transmission stands are a 
single-input, 500-horsepower capacity (Figure 32) and a two-
input, 3000-horsepower capacity. Both stands are the power 
regenerative type [97] . 
Beside conventional geared transmission system s ,  new 
innovations in helicopter "transmissions "  must be evaluated for 
future generation helicopter drive systems .  One such innova­
tion is the traction transmission [98, 99] . These gearle s s  trans­
missions have the potential of reducing weight and cost  for 
helicopters as well as for many commercial applications ranging 
from machine tools to constant-speed electrical drives for 
aircraft. These transmissions are relatively quiet .  Derivations 
of these traction drives, called hybrid transmission s ,  i ncorpo­
rate gears as well as traction rollers . H ybrid transmi s s ions  are 
currently being investigated as replacements for current 
helicopter transmissions, which are particularly noisy [97, 99] . 
Seals and Rotor Dynamics 
The application of refractory ceramics for turbine blade tip 
seals has led to dramatic performance increases in today' s 
advanced gas turbine engines (Figure 33) . NASA Lewis con-
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Figure 32 . 500-Horsepower helicopter transmission test stand 
with 0 H -58 helicopter transmission . 
Figure 33 . Ceramics seal development . 
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cepts developed in 1974 and 1975 have already been adopted 
for service in the 2037 engine and are projected for near-term 
service in the JT9D and T700 engines [100-106]. The current 
use of these seals in the JT9D alone allows turbine tempera­
tures of 2300° F as well as improved sealing and results in a 
projected fuel saving of over $500, 000 per year per aircraft . 
Future research is focused on 3000°F service seals with im­
proved durability and insulating properties (Figure 34) .  They 
are projected to result in a 10-percent increase in the basic 
thermodynamic efficiency of advanced engines . 
Research breakthroughs in the application of self-acting 
geometries to shaft-riding seals have resulted in 50-percent 
increases in previous seal speeds (Figure 35) . The reduced 
leakage of these  seals has resulted in a 2-percent thrust im­
provement for retrofitted Army T700 engines [107- 1 13] .  Fu­
ture research into the flow thermodynamics , pumping per­
formance, and stability of self-acting seals is projected to result 
in 2-percent fuel consumption improvements for gas turbine 
engines and at least a 2000-pound additional payload capacity 
for future space shuttle missions .  
Today' s lightweight supercritical rotor systems result in 
lighter weight, higher performance engine systems .  A key to 
their success has been the development of high-speed rotor 
damper systems to control unbalance forces and rotor in­
stabilities [ 1 14- 1 16] .  New analyses to predict rotor forces and 
response levels have been essential to providing these ad­
vances .  New elastomeric dampers are currently being de-
Figure 34 . High-temperature gas path seal program . 
Figure 35. Main shaft seals . 
signed into cruise missile engines [ 1 17] ,  and unique high-force 
dampers [ 1 18] are being developed to control large transient 
unbalance in  gas turb ine  eng in e s .  B al a n c i n g  theor ie s  
codeveloped with the  Army for flexible rotor systems have 
been adapted by the Army,  the Air Force ,  and the Navy in 
high-speed balancing facilities for T-53 and T-55 engine over­
haul with greatly increased engine performance and minimized 
overhaul costs [ 1 1 9- 122].  
Future research is directed toward understanding and 
analyzing rotor-dynamical behavior of multispooled engines in 
order to improve engine damping, bearing ,  and sealing sys­
tems .  Also, dampers for extreme service e nvironments are 
being developed to control axial and rotor-induced turbine 
stage vibrations .  Cryogenic rotor damper systems using mag­
netic devices are being researched for hydrogen  service appli­
cations and are expected to improve space shuttle tur­
bomachinery performance as well . 
COMBUSTION RESEARCH 
The major areas of gas turbine combustion research being 
conducted by NASA Lewis are directed at providing (Figure 
36) : 
1 .  The required technology base for meeting future ad­
vanced-mission challenges of high operating tempera­
tures ,  pressures ,  and heat release rates 
2 .  The evolution of much needed des ign tools through 
analytical modeling of individual combustion processes  
and their interreactions  
3 .  Improved, more durable combustion systems being 
evolved through generic research exploring advanced 
combustion concepts and subcomponents 
Research areas include : 
1 .  Fundamental experiments that are n eeded to provide 
both the data required for improved understanding of 
the combustion processes  and benchmark data to as­
sess the predictive capability of combustion analytical 
models [ 123, 124] . S hown in Figure 36 is an experi­
ment aimed at determining the effects of boundary 
layers on flashback and autoignition .  
2 .  Adverse effects of alternative fuels  o n  combustion per­
formance . Shown in Figure 50 are increases in combus-
Figure 36 . Combustion researc h . 
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tor liner temperature resulting from reductions in fuel 
hydrogen content [ 125 ,  1 26] .  
3 .  Analytical modeling of fluid flow and combustion 
phenomena, which has recently become more practical 
because of the emergence of modern high-speed com­
puters [ 127] . Current research efforts involve two- and 
three-dimensional steady-s tate and two-dimensional 
unsteady solutions of the governing flow equations 
[128- 131 ] .  A major consideration, in evolving models ,  
is to improve numerics ,  whereby computation times 
are reduced to a minimu m  and outputs are meaningful 
to other users . Shown in Figure 37 are typical results 
from a new approach to analytically modeling the two­
dimensional, unsteady, turbulent flow field with com­
bustion that quite successfully mimics the behavior of 
the real flow [ 130, 131 ] .  
4 .  Generic research in  combustors and subcomponents 
that is being conducted for both large and small (rotor­
craft, commuter, and general aviation) uses .  Shown in 
Figure 36 is a combustor being evolved for operation at 
40 atmospheres and 4000° F exit temperatures [132, 
133] .  Also shown is an experiment in which a fuel 
injector spray is being characterized for droplet size 
distribution with a laser optical system . Detailed exam­
ination of sprays such as that shown here is yielding 
improved understanding of the spray formation mecha-
nisms [ 134] . Other combustor s ubcomponent research 
in progress (not shown) is aimed at evolving advanced 
concepts for primary zones ,  m etallic and nonmetallic 
liners ,  dilution jet mixing, and turning sections for 
reverse-flow application . 
Combustion modeling efforts are aimed at obtaining a 
better understanding of individual combustion proces se s  and 
their interrelationships with the other simultaneous aerody­
namic and chemical kinetic processes . This understanding is 
essential to developing models that predict combustor per­
formance . These predictive methods, once evolved, will pro­
vide designers with the tools : 
l .  To reduce combustor development costs and time 
s ignificantly by permitting an early focus  on ap­
proaches of greatest potential 
2. To design more durable hot-section components by 
better optimizing combustion systems 
3 .  To evolve more advanced concepts for technicall y  chal­
lenging advanced missions 
Modeling work incorporates  a series of sequential steps . 
Multiple iterative approaches employing analytical and experi­
mental efforts are used. Typical examples depicting this  work 
are illustrated in Figure 37. Analytical modeling results are 
illustrated in the left photograph . S hown is a computer­
generated reacted flow field that illustrates predicted velocity 
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Figure 37 .  Combustion modeling . 
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patterns and particles as vortex blobs that follow the velocity 
and diffuser by a random process [ 1 30] . The center figure 
illustrates a comparison of preliminary analytical results with 
experimental results . As can be seen, initial predictions vary 
considerably from the experiment. By modifying the turbulent 
flow field model, better agreement was obtained [129] . 
Before analytical models can be used with confidence, the 
overall model as well as the individual process models must be 
verified by detailed experimental measurements . One such 
experiment is shown in the right photograph. Recent develop­
ments in advanced diagnostic techniques now make detailed 
measurements possible .  For example, nonintrusive diagnostic 
svstems can be used to measure instantaneous velocities, 
t�rbulence levels, mass diffusion rates, particle sizes, tempera­
tures, and hot-gas compositions [ 135,  136] . 
FUELS RESEARCH 
The objectives of fuels research (Figure 38) are : 
l .  To develop a fundamental knowledge and understand­
ing of the characteristics of potential alternative fuels 
and their effects on the performance, durability, relia­
bility, and safety of both airframe and engine compo­
nents and systems 
2 .  To explore conceptual approaches that permit and/or 
extend the applicability of these fuels [ 137-140]. 
Fuels research is directed toward assessing the viability of 
Eff'OIJS I'IU. PERMIT COMBUSTOR DES IGNERS TO 
alternative fuels, determining their properties and effects on 
fuel system components and materials, and evaluating con­
cepts for using these  fuels in advanced aircraft -engine systems .  
A more fundamental program in kinetics and thermodynamics 
is designed to evolve fundamental data on the combustion 
characteristics and m echanism s  of thermal ins tability for hy­
drocarbon fuels and to develop and verify analytical models for 
predicting thermodynamic and transport properties and chem ­
ical reaction rates .  
Thermal stability effects . - Hydrocarbo n  fuels for gas 
turbine engines, when exposed to high temperatures in various  
parts of  the fuel system,  tend  to  become u n stable and form 
gums, sediment, and sol id deposits on m etal surfaces .  These 
deposits can clog filters or seriously degrade fuel injector spray 
patterns and hence limit combustor performance . Although 
present s tability specification s  for currently used jet fuels 
appear to be adequate for present engine cycle conditions, the 
poorer stability characteristics of future altemative fuels and 
the higher engine cycle temperatures of advanced design 
engines are expected to present a major problem that will 
affect fuel availability, fuel-related systems costs ,  and engine 
performance and durability . The objectives of  the NASA Lewis 
program are to investigate techniques for as sessing thermal 
stability at simulated engine conditions and to determine the 
stability characteristics of potential future fuels [141] .  The 
program encompasses  fundamental studies of thermal degrada­
tion mechanisms  and rates, more effective m eans  of predicting 
the thermal stability effects in actual systems,  techniques for 
. •  , REDUCE "CUT AND TRY" EXPERIMENTATION 
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Figure 38 . Alternative fuels program . 
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improving the stability of marginal fuels, and system studies to 
investigate fuel  system design changes that will be more 
tolerant of poorer quality fuels [ 142, 143] .  The thermal stability 
facility illustrated in Figure 39 is expected to provide a bridge 
for rating fuel stability between the laboratory jet fuel oxidation 
tested (JFTOT) , which is used in a standard ASTM testing 
procedure, and the actual aircraft fuel system .  Parametric 
studies will be conducted on a matrix of research fuels and base 
fuels doped with different contaminants. The parameters in­
clude temperature , pressure, flow rate , oxygen content, and 
surface material. Flat-plate deposit specimens produced in the 
simulator will be analyzed by a variety of advanced analytical 
techniques in both in-house and university grant studies to 
determine the composition and nature of the deposits .  
Fuel freezing-point effects . - Alternative hydrocarbon 
fuels may have higher freezing points than conventional j et 
fuel, and hence part of the fuel  in the tanks may freeze on long 
flights with subsequent pumpability problems and unavailabili­
ty of the fuel for the engines . The NASA Lewis program 
addresses a number of aspects of the problem,  from basic 
studies characterizing the low-temperature behavior of current 
and alternative jet fuels to investigations of fuel tank geometry 
and recirculation pattern effects on heat transfer and the 
assessment of various fuel heating schemes [ 144-146] . Figure 
39 illustrates a contracted study in which a fuel tank simulator 
was used with various alternative fuels to simulate actual flight 
temperature profiles and to determine the amount of fuel 
holdup in the tank. Actual fuel temperature measurements in 
flight for a Lockheed L10 1 1  aircraft and computer modeling 
studies have been used to verify the simulator experiments 
with good results . These studies will be continued with a 
simulator capable of varying tank geometry and recirculation 
patterns .  
CONTROLS RESEARCH 
The NASA Lewis propulsion controls research program is 
aimed at providing advanced technology for airbreathing en­
gine electronic propulsion control systems .  The research is 
motivated by the increasing complexity of airbreathing en­
gines . Engines with seven control inputs are in service , and 
engines with 10 control inputs are being tested . The increasing 
complexity has made it more difficult to provide hydromechan­
ical controls that have high reliability at low cost and weight .  
As a result, supervisory electronic controls are already in 
Figure 39 . Alternative fuels - fuel system research . 
service and full-authority digital electronic controls are in 
development. 
The scope of research includes control theory a n d  m eth­
odology, real-time propulsion system simulation , electro­
optical control components, integrated flight-propulsion con­
trols ,  and stall recovery research .  Multivariable control design 
methods have been developed [147] to allow straightforward, 
computer-aided design of control logic for propulsion systems 
with multiple inputs and outputs .  Such controls can be readily 
implemented on full-authority digital control computers . 
Real-time engine simulations have been developed [ 148] 
to assist in the development and checkout of m u lt ivariable 
control s .  These simulations are currently implemented on 
hybrid (digital-analog) computers . However, in the future ,  
such simulations will be implemented on microcomputers 
operating in parallel . The custom' microprocessor shown in 
Figure 40 was developed at NASA Lewis for this purpose.  I t  
runs 10 times faster than available off-the-shelf computers . The 
very high speed is required to fulfill the demanding re­
quirements of real-time ,  high-fidelity engine simulatio n . 
Research on innovative controls hardware is concentrated 
on electro-optical sensors, actuators ,  and computers for use in 
full-authority electronic controls with fiber-optic data links . 
The fiber-optic temperature sensor shown in Figure 40 was 
developed by United Technologies Research Center under 
contract to NASA Lewis [ 149] . It consists of a fiber loop doped 
with a rare-earth element having temperature-sensitive ab­
sorption properties .  The average temperature of the loop is 
calculated from the measured ratio of transmitted to incident 
light intensity . 
Research on integrated controls ,  emphasizing V/STOL 
and rotorcraft systems ,  is conducted in cooperation with NASA 
Ames by using piloted simulators . Detailed simulations  of the 
propulsion system and its  control are provided by NASA Lewis 
[ 150] ; simulations of the aircraft and its control are developed 
by NASA Ames. Integrated control m odes are developed and 
evaluated as a cooperative effort [ 15 1 ] .  
Digital Electronic Controls 
A multivariable controls (MVC) program was conducted 
on the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft (P&WA) F-100 engine .  The 
control were designed by using linear quadratic r egulator 
theory (LQR) [ 147] by P&WS and Systems Control, Inc .  under 
a contract jointly sponsored by NASA Lewis and the Air Force 
Aero Propulsion Laboratories .  The control laws were imple­
mented on a digital min-computer at NASA Lewis and were 
checked out [152] by using a real-time dynamic simulation of 
Figure 40 . Propulsion controls research . 
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the F-100 engine [ 148] programmed on the Lewis hybrid 
computer facility (Figure 14) . After the simulation phase ,  the 
LQR control was used to provide full-authority control of an F-
100 engine over its full-operating envelope in an altitude 
facility at NASA Lewis [ 153] . 
In a follow-on effort, sensor failure detection, isolation , 
and accommodation (FDIA) algorithms were developed [ 154] 
for the F-100 engine under a NASA Lewis contract to P&WA 
and SCI. Failure detection is based on range and residual 
checks . I solation is accomplished by hypothesis testing of filter 
residual s .  Failures are accommodated by reconfiguring a Kal­
man filter to produce estimates of all sensor outputs based on 
the set of available, or unfailed, sensor outputs . The FDIA 
algorithms will be programmed along with the MVC/LQR 
control modes on the recently developed Lewis microcomput­
er control facility. This facility includes two Intel-8086 mi­
croprocessors (Figure 41) that operate in parallel to provide the 
control function, an interface unit to allow exchange of informa­
tion with simulations or engines ,  and a monitoring unit to 
record and display engine and control variables during a test .  
The FDIA algorithms will be checked out by using the real­
time F-100 engine simulation and then evaluated on an F- 100 
engine .  
Portable Engine S imulator 
The hybrid computer (Figure 42) continues to be the 
workhorse for real-time ,  nonlinear, full-envelope aerother­
modynamic simulation of engine systems at NASA Lewis .  
However, there are disadvantages associated with hybrid com­
puting that motivate the development of a digital engine 
simulator . The hybrid computer is large (and hence not port­
able), relatively expensive, and relatively difficult to program . 
Some simplification of the aerothermodynamic steady-state 
performance models is required in order to allow real-time 
operation. 
A program is under way to develop technology for a digital 
engine simulator using several microcomputers operating in 
parallel [ 155] . A custom microprocessor (Figure 42) has been 
designed and developed for this purpose at NASA Lewis . This 
microprocessor runs 10  times faster than available off-the-shelf 
E!«>N SIMUlATiON 
Figure 41 . Evolution of digital electronic controls . 
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Figure 42 . Evolution of portable engine simulator . 
microprocessors . Such great speed is needed because of the 
requirement for high-fidelity dynamic respons e  in addition to 
steady-state accuracy acros s  the operating envelope. Micropro­
cessor-based simulators will be small and portable ,  inexpensive 
to purchase ,  and easy to program . Further miniaturization of 
electronic circuitry will eventually allow the poss ibility of in­
flight real-time simulation for sensor reconstruction , condition 
monitoring, and adaptive control. 
In addition to the simulator hardware,  the research effort 
at NASA Lewis also includes the required software . Research 
is under way on compiler/translators , operat ing systems ,  and 
other user-friendly software s upport . Also ,  techniques for 
numerical integration [ 156] and simulation partitioning appro­
priate to parallel-processing simulation are being developed. 
Dynamic S imulation 
Dynamic simulation of a typical two-spool turbofan engine 
has been developed [ 157] that includes performance maps and 
lumped-volume dynamics for all component s .  One important 
application is in a program aime d  at an understanding of factors 
that affect the recoverabilitY of an engine following compressor 
s tall . Engine stall is induced with a simulated fuel pulse or 
other disturbance , and the simulation calculates the poststall 
transient response .  Depending on the choice of key parame­
ters such as compressor bleed, the initial s urge cycle termi­
nates either in automatic recovery to normal operation or in a 
low-thrust ,  rotating-stall condition (Figure 43) . The simulation 
will be used to study control modes for avoidance of and/or 
recovery from rotating stall, as well as to identify key engine 
design parameters that improve engine s tall recoverability . 
The overall effort includes experimental research, analy­
sis ,  and simulation . Compressor rig testing will be conducted 
to determine the effect of key compressor design parameters 
on in-stall compressor operating maps .  Analytical models will 
be developed to allow improved prediction of in-stall and 
normal operating maps .  E ngine system testing  will provide 
baseline data to validate and improve the engine system simu­
lations .  Control modes to avoid and/or recover  from rotating 
s tall will first be evaluated by us ing engine s imulations and 
then verified by using engine system evaluatio n .  
INSTRUMENTATION RE S EARCH 
The NASA Lewis instrumentation research program in­
cludes efforts directed at both research instrumentation and 
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Figure 4.3 . Stall recovery research . 
instrumentation for operational or flight use .  The eHi)r( in 
research instnmH:'ntation covers the complete spectrum, in­
cluding instrumentation for fundamental studies of basic 
phenomena, l()r engine components studies ,  aud fi1r experi­
ments on fi1ll-scale engines .  
Figure 44 shows a sampling of the kinds of research 
instrumentation covered by this program . Laser anemometry 
is mcd extensively in mapping gas llows in various engine 
components, including between the blades of rotatin g  corn­
pressor stages .  The probe eH()rts are concentrated on d ynamic 
measurements . Shown in the figure are the sensing end of an 
"infinite line" dynamic pres sure probe capable of  s ensing 
pressure fluctuation to l 00 kilohertz, a drag ti)rcc anemometer 
with a natural ii'equency of 40 kilohertz for making d ynamic 
flow magnitude and flow direction measurements , and an 
optical clearance probe for making b lade-tip-to-shroud clear­
ance measurements of rotating fan ,  compressor, and turbine 
stages .  
NASA research in miniature sensors is concentrated on 
using thin-nlm fabrication techniques to produce miniature 
sensors directly on the measurement surface . Shown in Figure 
44 are a thin-film thermocouple on a turbine blade and a thin­
!llm strain gage on a compressor blade .  
Another major aspect of the ins trumentation research 
program is the dc\dopment of "smart" instruments that incor­
porate microcomputers . The automatic exhaust gas analvsis 
system shown in Figure 44 is one example .  This sy s tem i s  
automated with respect to checkout prior to a test run, c alibra­
tion when appropriate , operation including automatic range 
changing, a near-rcal-tirne display of the output in engineering 
units, and the flagging of questionable data. Such autornated 
systems are vital in the operation of large Etcililics because of 
the high hourly bci lity operating costs. Automation insures 
that the .instnmH:'nls are operating properly prior to a run ,  
allows the data to he examined as thev are hciug taken to 
determine if they arc valid, and permit� the test operator to 
Figure 44 . Advanced instrumentation for propulsion research . 
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move rapidly through his test matrix knowing that valid data 
have been acquired at each point .  
In the area of flight instrumentation , the program is  
focused in several subareas . The largest effort is in high­
temperature electronics ,  where we are trying to establish the 
technology base for producing semiconductor devices based on 
silicon carbide technology that can operate continuously at 
temperatures up to 500° C .  Such devices are needed in future 
high-performance aircraft applications ,  where it is desirable to 
have the electronics for instrumentation signal conditioning, 
control, and engine diagnostic systems operate in close proxim­
ity to the sensors, many of which are at ambient-temperature 
levels beyo�d the operational range of current silicon-based 
devices .  As turbine engines become more electronic, it be­
comes increasingly unattractive to use conventional silicon­
based electronic technology with fuel or air cooling because of 
the associated performance , weight, and reliability penalties . 
Other areas in flight instrumentation include development of 
high-temperature, precision pressure transducers and high­
accuracy fuel flowmeters for measuring true mass flow rates .  
The balance of  this section on  instrumentation examines in 
more detail the research instrumentation program in nonintru­
sive measurements and the program in miniature sensors . 
Nonintrusive Measurements 
The NASA Lewis nonintrusive instrumentation research 
program based on laser technology had its s tart in the early 
1970's .  One of the primary goals was to develop systems for 
measuring and visualizing gas flows in a variety of benchmark 
experiments . The purpose of these benchmark experiments 
was to generate accurate data to determine the accuracy and 
range of validity for various computer codes being developed 
in the NASA Lewis computational fluid mechanics program . 
The laser Doppler velocimeter (which we call the laser 
anemometer) is the primary quantitative m easurement tool . 
NASA Lewis contributions in this area include an extensive 
study of the particle tracking errors that occur in turbomachine 
flow passages [158-160], detailed measurements in a turbine 
stator cascade facility showing the effects of statistical biasing 
effort [161 - 165], and detailed measurements in the blade row 
of a transonic compressor research facility [ 166-168] .  Our 
present research efforts involve improved methods for signal 
processing and signal analysis [ 169, 170], the development of a 
method for obtaining a line-of-sight velocity measurement in a 
turbomachine [30], and the development of techniques for 
applying laser anemometry to high-temperature - high­
pressure flows . 
The line-of-sight laser anemometer is shown in Figure 45. 
It is used to measure the radial component of flow, which is a 
secondary flow in an axial-flow machine . The system uses a 
Fabry-Perot interferometer for directly measuring the fre­
quency of the Doppler-shifted, backscattered light . 
Another nonintrusive flow measurement technique in use 
at NASA Lewis is double-pulse holography . The primary appli­
cation for holography is in visualizing and determining the 
position of shock waves in transonic flow components . We have 
performed an extensive study of the shock waves in a transonic, 
single-stage compressor [171] .  A major contribution from this 
effort was the formulation of a theory that related the location 
of the observed optical fringes in the holograms to the location 
of the shock waves that produced them [172] . 
Presently, we are studying the time-varying shock wave 
structure in a transonic flutter cascade [ 173] . To study the time 
variations,  we have developed the holographic cine matography 
system shown in Figure 46 [174] . With this system we can 
make holographic motion pictures at framing rates of 20 per 
Figure 45 . Line-of-sight laser a nemometer for measuring ra­
dial component of flow in an axial-flow machine . 
Figure 46 . Holographic motion picture system . 
second. The goal for an advanced system is a framing rate of 
1000 per second in order to study rapidly varyin g  flow features .  
T o  achieve this goal will require development o f  a high­
repetition-rate, high-energy-per-pulse laser system . 
NASA Lewis' contributions in nonintrusive measurements 
in areas other than flow, include an optical system for blade 
flutter measurements [ 175] and capacitance and optical probe 
systems for measuring blade-tip-to-casing clearances [ 1 76 ,  
177] .  
Miniature Sensors 
In the quest for more durable engines ,  it becomes increas­
ingly important to be able to measure the temperature ,  heat 
flux, and strain distributions over the surfaces in the hot 
sections of engines . M easurements of these quantities in the 
past have had only limited succes s .  M ounting thermocouples 
and strain gages on airfoil surface produces airflow disturban­
ces that can result in boundary layer trips and performance 
degradation . Burying sensors and leadwork into the airfoils 
leads to structural problems ,  especially on thin-walled,  cooled 
turbine blades . In addition,  the conventional s en sors , whether 
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installed on the blade surfaces or embedded into the blades 
have relatively short lives in the hot-section environment. 
' 
A s.olution to many of these problems is the thin-film 
sensor. In this ca�e the sensor consists of thin films of ther­
mocouple or strain-gage alloy deposited (usually by vacuum 
sputtering) over an electrically insulating film covering the 
airfoil surface.  The sensor films have thicknesses of only 10 to 
15 micrometers so that no aerodynamic disturbance is gener­
ated .  The electrically insulating film can be obtained by con­
trolled oxidation of the protective MCrAlY coatings usually 
used on turbine blades and vanes .  For surfaces with no MCrA­
lY coating (e . g . , compressor blades) ,  an insulating film can be 
sputtered directly onto the surface . 
Thin-film thermocouples u sing Pt-PtRh alloys have been 
developed, applied to turbine blades (Figure 47) and tested 
under environments simulating use in an engine [ 178-180] . 
Further work on thin-film thermocouple technology is under 
way, with a primary obj ective of simplifying the processing 
operations and improving the yield of acceptable thermocou­
ple s .  
Work is also under way to develop thin-film strain gages .  
Thin-film strain gages for dynamic strain measurements on 
compressor blades have been developed and are being tested. 
A program to develop s tatic strain gages for turbine blade 
applications at 1800° F was started late in 198 1 .  In this case 
alloys with sufficient stability of electrical resistance are not 
available, so the primary emphasis is on developing improved 
strain gage alloys . Once a suitable alloy has been identified and 
proved, development of a high-temperature , thin-film strain 
gage system will be addressed.  
Miniature sensors for making heat flux measurements on 
combustor liners have been developed [ 181 ]  and are being 
evaluated in a high-pressure combustor test rig. These sensors 
use conventional thermocouple material in conjunction with 
the combustor liner material (Hastelloy X) to make a differ­
ential thermocouple for measuring the temperature difference 
developed across  the sensor by the conducted heat flux. Devel­
opment of heat flux sensors for use on operating turbine blades 
and vanes was started in the fall  of 1982. 
A successful conclusion to each of these miniature sensor 
development efforts will allow us  to make accurate measure­
ments of temperature, heat flux,  and elastic strain on virtually 
Figure 4 7 .  Thin-film thermocouples for making minimally in­
trusive temperature measurements on turbine blades . 
all engine components over the entire range of engine  opera­
ting conditions .  
CLOSURE 
Advanced research being conducted at the NASA Lewis 
Research Center in the numerous technologies that affect 
turbomachinery system operation has been reviewed .  An ex­
tensive reference list allows much of this research to be 
pursued in more detail if desired .  
In this broad overview it is  not unusual to obs e rve the 
same or closely associated research objectives being pur sued in 
more than one technology area.  For example,  improv e d  mod­
eling of compressor stall and stall recovery is a goal of  c ompres­
sor unsteady flow research as well as of dynamic s imulation 
research. This closely related research points to the consider­
able interaction of technologies and the need to coordinate 
effort in all of these related technologies if m ajo r  gains in 
performance of turbomachinery systems  are to be achieved. 
In all or most of the research areas the achiev e ments of 
advanced technology followed the same path ; the development 
of improved analytical codes ,  controlled experiments for  better 
modeling of the physical processes ,  and the application of new 
measurement techniques to provide more meaningfu l  v erifica­
tion data. We have reached a time in history when computer 
power, laser power, microelectronics , etc . , make a direct 
approach to research feasible . 
Research in turbomachinery systems over the past  three 
decades has resulted in a continual advancement to the present 
high level of performance . Additional performance gains are 
feasible, and although the gains  may not be as large as some in 
the past ,  they will be equally important to advanced p ropulsion 
systems .  
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